
Gemini Sustain Plus Focus Group 5 (April 2024) Q&A 

 

We're still using the old XML soap service via the IX link. Is there a test environment to enable me to 

develop/test change code changes we require? 

Market trials is due to commence on the 3rd June.  There is also be an option now for you to 

request access to the current production Gemini Internet API solution (as this will be very similar 

to the Sustain+ solution).  You can request access to this via your LSO contacting the Gemini 

ServiceDesk.  This would allow you to begin initial API development and testing (e.g. internet 

based access, login via JWT, testing the XML or JSON schema etc) - When the Sustain+ 

environment is ready you would just need to repoint your API client to the new URL and use the 

new credentials you will be provided. 

We want to try and get a candidate build ready for when the API test window opens. Can you please 

provide some sample .net code authenticating via OAuth2/JWT to the new API 

You can get some details on this using the existing API specification document here - section 3.4 

provides details on getting the JWT in the existing REST API endpoint which will be very similar to 

the new Sustain Plus API endpoint (the URL and Credentials will change but the process should be 

the same). 

We currently use the IX route to connect which doesn’t require a JWT. Is there a test environment 

we can use for the current API to at least start coding the JWT logic? 

There will not be a API environment available until early June when the Market Trials phase of the 

project starts.  But there is an option now for you to request access to the current production 

Gemini Internet API solution (as this will be very similar to the Sustain+ solution).  You can request 

access to this via your LSO contacting the Gemini ServiceDesk.  This would allow you to begin 

initial API development and testing (e.g. internet based access, login via JWT, testing the XML or 

JSON schema etc) - When the Sustain+ environment is ready you would just need to repoint your 

API client to the new URL and use the new credentials you will be provided. 

 

Is this invite for all users? Or only for those taking part in the market trials phase? 
 
All Gemini online users. API users information will be sent later.  
 

On Connectivity, you mentioned in the email on 18th April that we can expect an email from 

Microsoft with the new account details? Should we have received that by now or is that still to 

come? 

 

https://www.xoserve.com/media/nlojpyil/gemini_and_gemini_exit_api_specification_document_v2_2.pdf


 

Do you want just an email confirmation of successful login access or is there a form as per the 

connect confirmation? 

An email would be great. 

 

Will each user need to use Microsoft Authenticator when Gemini Sustain plus to login when the 

system goes live? Or is it just for the market trails? 

Yes all users will need to use MFA in the production system as well 

 

I think we are obliged to have individual logins rather than shared logins and assume this is still true 

with new platform? Currently we don;t have MFA for all users as we use the IX platform so assume 

going forward we will have to setup MFA for all users (which might be tricky as not all have company 

devices) 

Yes this will still be the case and there should be a named user account for each person logging 
into Gemini.  
 

Will there be any transition period after go-live to use old & new system in parallel ? 



There will be no parallel running of old and new Gemini. All your data will transfer into the new 
system. 

 

Do not use Android emulator on the PC which could be found as solution   
 

Not to use it  

 

Can you please advise when we would be receiving the GEMINI User id’s? This is one of the box 

in the Checklist which you went thru. 

Between now and the end of May 

The exchange of invoicing files etc that now takes place over IX is not impacted in this project ? 
Correct no impacts 

 

When will the hard cut over be? I'm just thinking is it in the DNO's annual booking process? 

Implementation date is 8th September 2024 

 


